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Abstract – Cell-aware test (CAT) explicitly targets defects inside
library cells and therefore significantly reduces the amount of test
escapes compared to conventional automatic test pattern generation (ATPG). Our CAT flow consists of three steps: (1) defectlocation identification (DLI), (2) defect characterization based on
detailed analog simulation of the cells, and (3) cell-aware automatic test pattern generation (ATPG). This paper focuses on
Step 1, as quality and cost are determined by the set of cellinternal defect locations considered in the remainder of the flow.
Based on technology inputs from the user and a parasitic extraction (PEX) run that analyzes the cell layouts, we derive a set of
open defects on and short defects between both transistor terminals and intra-cell interconnects. The full set of defect locations
is stored for later use during failure analysis. Through dedicated
DLI algorithms, we identify a compact subset of defect locations
for defect characterization and ATPG, in which we include only
one representative defect location for each set of equivalent defects
locations. For Cadence’s GPDK045 library, the compact subset
contains only 2.8% of the full set of defect locations and reduces
the time required for defect characterization with the same ratio.
Keywords – cell-aware test, defects, open, short, parasitic extraction, defect detection matrix, equivalence

1 Introduction
Advanced semiconductor technology nodes have tiny feature sizes,
complex transistor architectures, and a large number of interconnect
layers. This allows integration of incredibly many devices into a single
IC, but also makes these ‘monster chips’ sensitive to manufacturing
defects. Increasingly, such ICs are used in safety-critical applications,
such as automotive and healthcare, where defects have profound consequences and test escapes cannot be tolerated. Consequently, there is
an industry-wide need for test quality improvement.
Digital logic ICs are designed on the basis of a library of standard
cells. Conventional ATPG tools target faults on the interconnects between cells, such as stuck-at and transition/delay faults. Intra-cell defects are typically not on the radar screen of conventional ATPG tools,
and hence only detected fortuitously. Not surprisingly, cell-internal
defects are found to cause a significant fraction of test escapes [1].
Cell-aware test (CAT) is a three-step test generation approach that explicitly targets cell-internal defects. In Step 1, defect-location identification, we determine for each library cell on the basis of its layout
the set of locations where cell-internal defects might occur. In Step 2,
defect characterization, we select the defect size for these locations
and determine through analog simulation which cell-level test patterns
detect which cell-internal defects; the result is encoded in a defect detection matrix (DDM). Step 3, cell-aware ATPG, uses cell-patterns as
starting point for chip-level test pattern generation. It tries to maximize the coverage of the detectable cell-internal defects for the DDM
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of the cell type, while minimizing the number of chip patterns.
In this paper, we focus on DLI, as that step is fundamental to both
test quality and cost of CAT. The set of locations for potential defects
should be realistic and complete. Too few defect locations means the
test might be missing defects; this can negatively impact the test and
product quality. Too many defect locations imply unnecessary timeconsuming analog simulations during defect characterization. We automatically identify potential open defects on and short defects between both transistor terminals and intra-cell interconnects. We use
PEX not only in its conventional role to create accurate analog simulation models of library cell layouts, but also to analyze the cells’ layouts
to identify possible defect locations on interconnects. The number of
identified defect locations quickly grows large, even for small library
cells. Many of them are considered equivalent, as their stimulus vectors and resulting fault effects are identical. Therefore, we employ
dedicated DLI algorithms to determine a compact set with defect locations, in which we include only one representative defect location
per set of equivalent defect locations. The compact set is used for
subsequent analog defect simulation and CA-ATPG. This reduces the
compute time significantly, simply because the compact set is significantly smaller. The full defect-locations set is stored for future diagnosis purposes during failure analysis. This approach has been integrated
in the Cadence CAT flow.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
related prior work. Cadence’s CAT flow is introduced in Section 3.
The PEX settings for this flow are described in Section 4, while the
post-PEX DLI algorithms for identifying per equivalence set one open
and one short defect, are described in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.
Section 7 presents experimental results and Section 8 concludes this
paper.

2 Related Prior Work
Recently, CAT attracts a lot of attention in the IC industry. When introduced by Hapke et al. in 2009 [2], initially, only hard short defects
(1Ω) in combinational logic cells were targeted. Later, this was extended to hard open defects (1GΩ), weaker short defects (1Ω – 20kΩ)
[3, 4], and sequential cells such as scan flip-flops [5]. Several studies
have shown that CAT offers superior test quality and reduces test cost
in comparison with n-detect [6–8], embedded multi-detect [9, 10], and
gate-exhaustive test [11, 12]. Industrial application has provided experimental evidence with respect to the effectiveness of CAT to reduce
test escapes [4, 8, 13–15]. CAT also improves the diagnosis accuracy
and efficiency by recording the layout location of potential defects
[16, 17].
The quality improvement promised by CAT critically depends on the
details of the DLI and defect characterization steps, as they determine
which intra-cell defects will be considered and which cell-patterns ac1
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Figure 1: Cadence’s CAT tool flow consists of three main steps: (1) defect-location identification, (2) defect characterization, and (3) cell-aware ATPG.

tually contribute to the detection of these defects. Prior work does not
disclose which intra-cell defects exactly are modeled and when the
defect set is pruned, how that is done, and what the effect is on the
compute time for analog defect simulation; in this paper, we do. Other
papers claim to use PEX for DLI, but do not report how the many user
controls of a PEX tool were set [2, 18, 19]; we do. Prior publications
present different opinions regarding the inclusion of inter-layer shorts:
Hapke et al. include them [2, 19], while Liu et al. claim they do not
occur and hence can be omitted [20]. We support both options, as we
have observed that in advanced-node technologies, inter-layer shorts
can indeed occur, but do not want to burden a user of more mature
technology nodes with intra-cell defects that are indeed very unlikely
to occur in these nodes. In addition to intra-cell defects, [19] claims
to include also shorts, opens, stuck-at, and transition faults at the cell
I/Os in cell-aware ATPG; we demonstrate that these cell-boundary defects are often equivalent to already modeled cell-internal defects.

3 Cadence’s Cell-Aware Test Tool Flow
The Cadence CAT tool flow is depicted in Figure 1. It generates as
output of Step 2 and input for Step 3 a DDM per library cell. A
DDM records which cell-patterns detect which cell-internal defects.
The DDM for an example two-input XOR cell is partially shown in
Figure 2. A DDM is a binary matrix. Its rows correspond to singleoutput cell-patterns which contain stimulus bits for one or more cell
inputs and the corresponding defect-free response bit on a single cell
output. The columns correspond to defects that have been identified
to potentially occur in the cell. DDM entry (p, d) denotes whether
cell-pattern p detects defect d (denoted by ‘1’) or not (denoted by ‘0’).

Figure 2: Example (partial) defect detection matrix for a two-input AND cell.

For all cells c in library C, in Step 1, Cadence’s Pegasus™ layoutversus-schematic (LVS) generates files required by PEX. Subsequently PEX is performed by Cadence’s Quantus™ Extraction Solution. On the basis of a cell’s transistor netlist with extracted parasitic
resistors and capacitors, the DLI function in Modus™ determines for
each cell c ∈ C a set Dc with possible open- and short-defect locations.
In Step 2, Modus’ defect characterization function adds a resistive
value to the defect locations in Dc ; this allows us to model hard as
well as weak resistive open and short defects. The defects and the
defect-free netlist are submitted to the Direct Fault Analysis function
of Cadence’s analog simulator Spectre® [21]. It generates |Dc | + 1
netlists: |Dc | defective netlists with one defect from Dc per netlist,
and one defect-free netlist. These are simulated for the exhaustive set

Pc of single-output cell-patterns, with |Pc | = m × 2n for a cell c with
n inputs and m outputs. Only if the simulation of cell-pattern p ∈ Pc
for the cell with defect d ∈ Dc gives a response which differs from the
defect-free cell on the involved single-output of the cell, we mark in
the DDM for c the entry for defect d and pattern p as ‘detected’. For
all library cells c ∈ C, Spectre simulates all defects d ∈ Dc with all
possible single-output cell-patterns p ∈ Pc : this is time consuming,
especially for larger library cells with many inputs. Fortunately, this
task needs to be executed once per library release, while the resulting
DDMs can be reused for all IC designs based on the same library.
Step 3 is cell-aware ATPG. It uses as inputs the IC’s netlist with library
cells as its atomic building blocks, and the set of DDMs for these library cells. The cell-patterns at the cell instances are translated into
ATPG targets, which Modus’ ATPG engine’ tries to expand into chiplevel test patterns. If expansion is successful, the cell-internal defects
which are, according to the DDM, detected by the cell-pattern, count
as covered. The objective of cell-aware ATPG is to cover as many as
possible cell-internal defects in the cell instances with a minimum set
of chip-patterns.

4 PEX and Its Cell Model
The conventional role of parasitic extraction (PEX) in IC design is to
determine the non-ideal electrical behavior of on-chip interconnects.
This behavior is typically not part of the original design intent (and
hence the term ‘parasitic’), but is present nevertheless and therefore
needs to be assessed in order to build an electrically-accurate simulation model of the circuit in question. A PEX tool analyzes a circuit
using the circuit layout and a set of technology parameters (such as the
per-layer sheet resistance of interconnects) as inputs. The electrical
non-idealities in the circuit’s interconnects are lumped into resistors
R, capacitors C, and inductors L, which are added into the circuit’s
original netlist [22]. In standard cells, intra-cell distances and hence L
values are very small and therefore can be ignored.
We use Cadence Quantus to perform PEX on the cell. Some of the
general settings for Quantus are specified in Figure 3. A PEX tool
divides a net that electrically connects two or more terminals into net
segments, which are bounded by terminals and/or internal nodes. Reasons for a PEX tool to split a net into multiple separate segments can
be (1) a fork in a net with multiple destinations, (2) vertical interconnects from one layer to another (referred to as via or contact), or (3)
a 90◦ bend within a layer. Using complex sets of equations and advanced field solvers, the PEX tool calculates a parasitic R for every
net segment, and a parasitic C between every pair of nodes [23].
We illustrate the above model with a cell from the Cadence GPDK045
library [24] as example. This cell library utilizes four layers: ndiffusion, p-diffusion, poly-silicon, and metal-1; contacts exist from
metal-1 to any of the three other layers. Figure 4(a) shows the layout
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• input db -type pvs
Set input format to the database format as generated by Cadence Pegasus.
• extract -type rc coupled
As library cells are per definition small, we need to extract only resistor (R) and capacitor (C)
values, while inductors (L) can safely be ignored.
• output db -add bulk terminal true
output db -add explicit vias true
output db -em extract true
These three options specify that defect-susceptible circuit elements are included in the PEX
output netlist: (1) transistor bulk terminals, vias (which in library cells are typically called
“contacts”), and 90◦ bends (‘L shapes’) in nets (identified by EM analysis).
• output db -type dspf
We use DSPF (Cadence’s detailed standard parasitic format) as output format. The benefits
in the CAT context of DSPF over for example Spice format are (1) an explicit layer list, (2)
explicit listing of nets, and (3) explicit listing of net segments in diffusion layers.
• output db -include parasitic res model "comment"
output db -include parasitic res width true
output db -output xy "PARASITIC RES" "PARASITIC CAP"
Include as comments into the netlist for usage during diagnosis, for all parasitic R’s and C’s:
layer information, x,y location coordinates, and segment widths.

Figure 3: Quantus general settings for PEX in CAT flow.

of inverter cell INVX1 and Figure 4(b) the corresponding cell model.
Cell INVX1 has one input (A), one output (Y ), and two transistors;
consequently, there are twelve terminals. In addition, the PEX tool has
identified eight internal nodes. The total set of 20 nodes is partitioned
over four nets: NetsINVX1 = {{A, A#1, A#2, G1, G2}, {Y , Y #1,
Y #2, D1, D2}, {VDD , VDD #1, VDD #2, S1, B1}, {VSS , VSS #1,
VSS #2, S2, B2}}.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Example library cell INVX1: (a) layout and (b) PEX cell model.

5 Identification of Open-Defect Locations
Our CAT tool flow identifies open-defect locations on and short-defect
locations between both transistor terminals and intra-cell interconnects. In this section, we deal with open defects; in the next section
we address shorts.
We analyze for each library cell its layout by letting the PEX tool extract all relevant net segments and their parasitic resistor values; the
associated user settings for Quantus are listed in Figure 5. A segment’s parasitic resistor value is indicative of the probability that that
segment will suffer from an open defect: a large R value indicates that
the corresponding interconnect is thin and/or long and both increase
the probability for that interconnect to be affected by an open defect.
To allow comparison of R values of segments in different layers, we
normalize them by division by the sheet resistance of the interconnect
layer.
Subsequently, Modus’ DLI function identifies a compact set opendefect locations on transistor terminals and on selected net segments.
For an electrical test, open defects on concatenated segments of a single net are equivalent with respect to their test stimuli and expected test
responses. Only if a net forks out to multiple destinations, opens on
the different branches of the fork can be distinguished and hence will
require different test patterns. To minimize the number of open-defect
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locations and associated Spectre simulation times during downstream
defect characterization, the DLI function identifies at most one open
defect location per net branch. However, for diagnostic purposes, we
store all eligible segments, information about the individual segments
per branch, including their layout location and processing layer.
• extraction setup -max fracture length infinite
With this setting, we instruct Quantus not to break segments up in multiple segments only
because the length of the segment exceeds a limit.
• filter res -merge parallel res true
Parallel segments (other than parallel vias and contacts) are expected not to occur in the
heavily-optimized circuits that standard-cell libraries are.
• filter res -merge parallel via
filter res -max via array size "auto"
The only type of parallel R segments that occur frequently in library cells are parallel vias.
Multiple parallel vias are meant to increase the yield, and effectively work as one (lowerresistance) parallel connection. This setting merges them into one segment with replacement
R value. To control complexity, our CAT flow works on the basis of one defect insertion at a
time. However, by varying the resistance value of the open defect in the merged via, we can
model any number of parallel vias to be defective.
• filter res -remove dangling res true
This option suppresses listing of parasitic resistors in dangling segments, while any capacitors
to their nodes remain. As the missing R’s do not affect the simulation accuracy and open
defects in dangling segments would not cause faulty behavior, we utilize this option.
• filter res -min res 1e-10
This option filters out parasitic resistors below a specified limit (in Ohm). We want the PEX
tool to include all resistor segments in the cell model, and optionally apply our own R filtering in the DLI function. Quantus does not accept a zero limit, therefore we specify as limit
10−10 Ω.

Figure 5: Quantus settings for identification of potential open defects.

The identification of the compact set of open-defect locations in
Modus’ DLI function is described in Algorithm 1. This algorithm
has several controls with which the user can authorize the tool to filter
out certain open defects. The default settings for these opens are such
that no open defects are filtered out and thus best test quality can be
obtained.
• Parameter disableTrTerminalOpens allows to explicitly disable
the identification of open defects on transistor terminals
(default: false).
• TrTerminalOpenSet specifies which set of transistor terminals
are considered as possible open locations
(default: {source, drain, gate}).
• Threshold function Rth (`) defines, per layer `, that extracted
segment resistors will not be identified as open-defect locations
if R < Rth (`) (default: Rth (`) = 0 for all layers `).
Algorithm 1 [O PEN -D EFECT-L OCATION I DENTIFICATION]
01: for all c ∈ Cells do {
02: for all b ∈ Branchesc do { branchOpen[b] = 0; }
03: if ¬ disableTrTerminalOpens then {
04:
for all transistors t in c do {
05:
for all tm ∈ TrTerminalOpenSet do {
06:
if t.tm is a fork node do {add open defect on transistor terminal t.tm;}
07:
else { if branchOpen[branch(t.tm)] = 0 then {
08:
add open defect on transistor terminal t.tm;
09:
branchOpen[branch(t.tm)] = 1;
10: } } } } };
11: for all b ∈ Branchesc do {
12:
if branchOpen[b] = 0 then {
13:
firstOpenFound = false;
14:
for all segm(i, j) ∈ b do {
15:
if R(i, j) ≥ Rth (layer (i, j)) then {
16:
if (¬ firstOpenFound) ∨ (R(i, j)/Rsheet (layer (i, j)) >
17:
R(mi, mj)/Rsheet (layer (mi, mj))) then {
18:
firstOpenFound = true;
19:
mi = i; mj = j;
20:
} } };
21:
if firstOpenFound then {
22:
add open defect on segment (mi, mj);
23:
branchOpen[branch(mi, mj)] = 1;
24: } } } }
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To prevent the modeling of multiple open defects on the same branch,
Algorithm 1 stores in array branchOpens[] with binary values which
branches already have been assigned an open defect. In Line 02, this
array is initialized to 0. Subsequently (Lines 03–10), for all transistors
open locations on the terminals of TrTerminalOpenSet are identified,
if not disabled by the user (Line 03). In case a transistor terminal is a
fork node, it becomes a transistor-open location that is not equivalent
to any branch-open defect. Next, open defects on the cell-internal nets
are identified (Lines 11-24) per branch and per segment. We require
that the branch does not already contain another open defect (Lines 07
and 12) and that the parasitic resistor value of the segment exceeds
the user-defined threshold Rth (`) (Line 15). If there are multiple eligible segments on a given branch, we select the segment which has
the largest number of squares (i.e., its parasitic resistance divided by
the sheet resistance for that layer), as that indicates the most likely
location for an open defect (Lines 16–17).

6 Identification of Short-Defect Locations
This section describes how we handle defect-location identification
for short defects. We let the PEX tool extract the parasitic coupling
capacitors between all relevant nodes in the library cell; the associated
user settings for Quantus are listed in Figure 6. The parasitic capacitor
between a pair of nodes belonging to different nets is indicative of the
chance that these nets will indeed suffer from a short defect between
the two nodes: a large C value indicates that the corresponding two
nets run for a significant length parallel at close distance from each
other and therefore have an increased probability to be affected by a
short defect. Our DLI approach can identify short defects both within
a layer as well as in between physically adjacent layers.
• filter cap -exclude self cap False
All self-coupling capacitors between nodes on the same net are extracted to obtain an accurate
simulation model. The DLI script will ignore these self-coupling capacitors for short defect
identification, as we do not want to consider short defects on a single net.
• filter cap -exclude floating nets true
Floating nets are expected not to occur in the heavily optimized circuits that library cells are.
However, just in case they do occur any way, this command removes them. A short connected
to floating nets cannot cause a fault.
• filter coupling cap
-coupling cap threshold absolute 1e-25
-coupling cap threshold relative 1e-3
We want a simple cut-off threshold to filter out capacitors for which the nodes which are too far
apart in the cell’s layout to pose a realistic risk for short defects. The Quantus MinC function
does not provide such a straightforward cut-off filter. Hence, we set MinC as low as possible
to extract all capacitors and apply our own cut-off threshold for capacitor values in the Modus
DLI script. Quantus does not accept MinC=0, and hence we set the limit at the (very low)
10−25 Farad.

Figure 6: Quantus settings for identification of potential short defects.

Modus’ DLI function has the following user controls with which the
user can authorize the tool to filter out certain short defects.
• Parameter disableTrTerminalShorts allows to explicitly disable
the identification of short defects on transistor terminals
(default: false).
• TrTerminalShortSet specifies which set of transistor terminal
pairs are considered as possible short locations
(default: {gate-source, gate-drain, gate-bulk, source-drain}).
• A blacklist specifies which inter-layer shorts should not be considered. This list is technology dependent. Advanced CMOS
technologies with feature sizes below 10nm typically have more
layers in their library cells and some of these layers are sensitive
for inter-layer shorts [25] (default: empty list).
• Threshold value Cth defines that extracted parasitic capacitors
will not be identified as short defects if C < Cth
(default: Cth = 0).

Note that the number of node pairs grows quadratically in the number
of nodes. Even if we exclude the pairs of nodes on the same net (corresponding to so-called self-capacitances in the PEX tool), which would
lead to irrelevant shorts of a net with itself, the number of node pairs of
nodes from different nets grows very rapidly with the total number of
nodes. However, also note that if nodes of disjoint nets are indeed
shorted, their entire nets are shorted and additional shorts between
other nodes of the same two nets only lead to equivalent faults. To
minimize the number of short defects and associated simulation times
during downstream defect characterization, the DLI function identifies
at most one short defect per net pair.
Algorithm 2 [S HORT-D EFECT-L OCATION I DENTIFICATION]
01: for all c ∈ Cells do {
02: for all n1 , n2 ∈ Netsc with n1 6= n2 do { netShort[n1 , n2 ] = 0; };
03: if ¬ disableTrTerminalShorts then {
04:
for all transistors t in c do {
05:
for all transistor terminal pairs (tm1 , tm2 ) ∈ TrTerminalShortSet do {
06:
if netShort[net(tm1 ),(net(tm2 )] = 0 then {
07:
add short defect for transistor terminal pair tm1 ↔ tm2 ;
08:
netShort[net(tm1 ),net(tm2 )] = 1; netShort[net(tm2 ),net(tm1 )] = 1;
09: } } } };
10: for all n1 , n2 ∈ Netsc with n1 6= n2 do {
11:
if netShort[n1 , n2 ]= 0 then {
12:
firstShortFound = false;
13:
for all i ∈ n1 and j ∈ n2 do {
14:
if ((layer(i, j)) ∈
/ BlackList) ∧ (C(i, j) ≥ Cth ) then {
15:
if (¬firstShortFound) ∨ (C(i, j) > C(mi, mj)) then {
16:
firstShortFound = true;
17:
mi = i; mj = j;
18:
} } };
19:
if firstShortFound then {
20:
add short defect for node pair (mi, mj);
21:
netShort[n1 , n2 ] = 1; netShort[n2 , n1 ] = 1;
22: } } } }

The DLI operation to identify short-defect locations within a library
cell is described in Algorithm 2. As we want to identify at most one
short per net pair, we use array netShorts[] to store which net pairs already have been assigned a short defect; in Line 02, this array is initialized. Subsequently, for all transistors short-defect locations between
the terminals of TrTerminalShortSet are identified, only if not disabled
by the user (Line 03) and there is not already a short between the two
corresponding nets (Line 06). Next, the parasitic Cs are evaluated to
identify locations for short defects (Lines 10–22) between intra-cell
nets. For each net pair n1 , n2 ∈ Netsc which does not have a short
identified yet (Line 11), we select the node pair i ∈ n1 and j ∈ n2
with the largest C(i, j) that is not on the blacklist and for which holds
C(i, j) ≥ Cth (Line 14).

7 Experimental Results
The experiments reported in this paper are with Cadence’s GPDK045
45nm CMOS library [24], which contains 351 combinational and 197
sequential standard cells. The EDA tool versions used are Cadence
Pegasus v15.2, Quantus Extraction Solution v18.1, and Modus v19.1.
The user settings of the DLI algorithms are mostly defaults; the only
exceptions are (1) Rth for the diffusion layers, which we specified high
enough to exclude open defects in these layers, and (2) Cth = 10−20 F.
First, we illustrate our approach with cell AND2X1. This cell has two
inputs, A and B, one output, Y , and performs a logic-AND function.
Three I/Os, power and ground connections, and six transistors with
four terminals give 29 terminals for this cell. As shown in Figure 7(a),
these terminals are interconnected by seven nets: {A, B, Y , VDD , VSS ,
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n1, n2}.

(a) Schematic.

(b) Layout.

(c) Nodes on Net A.

Figure 7: GPDK045 library cell AND2X1.

Figure 7(b), shows the layout of AND2X1. The PEX tool partitions the seven nets into 51 segments, each with its own parasitic
resistor. Figure 7(c) illustrates the PEX partitioning of nets into
segments for example Net A, which interconnects input terminal A
and the gate terminals of transistors M p0 and M n1. PEX introduces four internal nodes on Net A. Nodes A#9 and A#4 mark
the transition points between respectively metal-1 and poly-silicon
to the contact between these two layers. At Node A#3, the net
forks out to the PMOS and NMOS transistors. Node A#5 is introduced to mark the bend point in the ‘L’-shape. The dangling segments at the extreme ends of the poly-silicon and metal-1 structures
are not reported. Example Net A consists of six segments, partitioned
over three branches: {A, A#9, A#4, A#3}, {A#3, M p0#g}, and
{A#3, A#5, M n1#g}. Opens on the latter two branches are equivalent to already identified transistor-terminal opens. In this example,
we only need to identify an additional open-defect location on the first
branch; the contact is found to be the most likely location.
For the complete cell AND2X1, identifying open defects on all gate,
source, and drain transistor terminals and on all segments would have
resulted in 18+51 = 69 open-defect locations. However, AND2X1 has
28 branches and we identify branch opens. Four branches are singlesegment bulk-to-bulk nets in diffusion layers, for which no open defects are considered. Three additional transistor-terminal opens are
identified as these terminals are fork nodes. So, only 27 out of 69
(= 39.1%) open-defect locations are selected. Hapke et al. [19] include also port-opens at the cell boundary in their cell-aware defect
set. However, two of the three port-opens for cell AND2X1 are identical to cell-internal open defects and therefore redundant.
Next, we consider
short defects. Cell AND2X1 has 58 nodes, which

make for 58
=
1,653
node pairs. Subtracting the 257 node pairs for
2
which both nodes are part of the same net leaves 1,396 node pairs between disjoint nets; this is the theoretical maximum for the number of
short-defect locations. The PEX tool extracts only 734 parasitic capacitors above its user-specified PEX minimum of 10−25 F. Subsequently,
the DLI function also has a threshold, Cth . In our experiments, we
used as Cth the minimum extracted parasitic C in the library cell with
minimum cell width, The motivation is that in wider cells, many nets
are further apart than in the minimum-width cell and hence are unlikely to be shorted. In the GPDK045 library, the cell with minimum
width is inverter INVX1, and its minimum capacitor is Cth = 10−20 F.
Applying threshold Cth leaves only 606 of the extracted 734 capacitors as potential short defects. The DLI function considers at most
one short defect
 per net pair. Cell AND2X1 has seven nets, and hence
there are 72 = 21 net pairs for consideration. The DLI function first
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identifies short defects between transistor terminals. Among the 24
transistor-terminal shorts (four per transistor), nine defects are equivalent. Therefore only 24-9 = 15 transistor-terminal short defects are
identified. Now only 21-15 = 6 net pairs are left without an alreadyidentified transistor-terminal short between them. The parasitic capacitors of net pairs net2-VDD and net2-Y are smaller than 10−25 F
and hence not extracted. The other four net pairs each have capacitors between them that exceed Cth , and hence are added to the list of
short-defect locations. Three of these shorts (A-Y , B-Y , and A-B) are
equivalent to the port-shorts at the cell boundary, and hence there is no
need to add additional port-shorts to the set of defect locations [19]. In
total, 19 of the 21 potential net-pair shorts are considered realistic in
our approach; this constitutes a reduction of 97.5% from the 734+24 =
758 possible short locations based on the extracted netlist. The corresponding simulation time is reduced from 74 to only 7 seconds, which
is a 90.5% reduction. The 19 identified cell-internal short defects also
cover the six stuck-at faults at the cell boundary, i.e., Ports A, B, and
Y either stuck-at-zero or -one, and hence explicit modeling of these
stuck-at faults in addition to the cell-aware faults [19] is not required.
The PEX run on all 548 cells of the GPDK045 library [24] resulted in
14,730 transistors, 127,503 extracted net segments with parasitic resistors, and 3,757,359 extracted parasitic capacitors, and took 24.2 hours.
Note that there are 29.5× more Cs extracted than Rs.
Assigning open defects to three terminals for each transistor and to
all net segments would have resulted in 3 × 14,730 + 127,503 =
171,720 open defects. The number of open defects identified by Algorithm 1 equals the number of net branches minus bulk-to-bulk diffusion branches plus the transistor-terminal fork nodes: 75,557 - 13,509
+ 9,238 = 71,286. This constitutes a reduction of 58.5%. 41,541 (=
58.3%) of those are transistor-terminal opens and 29,745 (= 41.7%)
branch opens. The DLI results per library cell for opens are shown
in Figure 8. The compact set with open-defect locations identified by
our approach covers 1,831 (= 66.0%) of the total-possible 2,775 port
opens [19].

Figure 8: The full vs. the identified (= compact) set of open defects and the
division of the latter into transistor and branch opens.

The 548 library cells have a total sum of 21,426,346 node pairs on
disjoint nets. The PEX tool only extracts 3,757,359 parasitic capacitors (excluding self-capacitances), of which 2,340,826 are larger than
Cth = 10−20 F. If we would assign four short defects per transistor
between its transistor terminals and shorts on all parasitic C > Cth ,
we would identify 4 × 14,730 + 2,340,826 = 2,399,746 short defects.
However, we consider at most one short defect per net pair. The library
cells together have 93,056 net pairs, for which we identify 41,882 short
defects out of which 26,996 (= 0.7%) shorts are between transistor terminals. The compact set reduces the full set of short locations with
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1 - (41,882/(4 × 14,730 + 3,757,359)) = 98.9%. Figure 9 shows per
library cell the DLI results for shorts. Unlike claimed by [19], there
is no need to explicitly add stuck-at faults at the cell boundaries to
the fault model, as all cell-boundary faults are already included in the
cell-aware fault model as short defects between cell ports and power
or ground.

98.9% compared to all possible defect locations. To facilitate future
diagnosis and failure analysis, we do store key data on all equivalent
defect sites.
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latter into transistor and net-pair shorts.
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Table 1 presents the number of identified open and short defect locations in both full and compact sets for all GPDK045 library cells,
split into combinational and sequential cells. Defect characterization
through Spectre simulations of the compact set for only the combinational cells takes 8.6 hours compute time. This set comprises only
1.18% of the full defect set for the entire library. Hence, defect characterization of the full defect set would, via extrapolation, take ∼30 days.
This is clearly infeasible and underlines the necessity of our DLI algorithms.
Defects Combinational: 351 Sequential: 197
All Cells: 548
Opens
72,281 (= 5.3%)
99,412 (= 3.8%) 171,693 (= 4.3%)
Shorts 1,303,850 (= 94.7%) 2,512,429 (= 96.2%) 3,816,279 (= 95.7%)
Total
1,376,131 (= 100%) 2,611,841 (= 100%) 3,987,972 (= 100%)
Opens
Shorts
Total

31,988 (= 67.4%)
15,438 (= 32.6%)
47,426 (= 100%)

39,298 (= 69.8%)
26,444 (= 40.2%)
65,742 (= 100%)

C/F
100%
100%
100%

71,286 (= 63.0%) 41.5%
41,882 (= 37.0%) 1.1%
113,168 (= 100%) 2.8%

Table 1: Identified open and short defect locations for the GPDK045 library.

8 Conclusion
CAT promises to significantly reduce test-escape rates, as it targets
cell-internal defects that are covered by conventional test approaches
only on a serendipitous basis. Test quality and costs of CAT critically
depend on identifying a complete set of realistic defect locations. The
DLI approach presented in this paper identifies both open-defects on
and short-defects between transistor terminals as well as intra-cell interconnects. For the latter, we use extracted parasitic Rs and Cs as an
indicator where defects realistically might occur. The paper presents
the settings we use for our PEX tool to obtain both an accurate analog
simulation model, as well as useful information for our DLI algorithms
to identify all realistic defect locations. Among defect locations with
equivalent fault behavior, we model only one defect for downstream library characterization and ATPG, in order to limit the associated costs.
For opens, this means that we consider only one defect per net branch,
while for shorts we consider only one defect per net pair. In our experimental results for the Cadence GPDK045 library, this reduces the
number of open and short defects to be simulated with resp. 58.5% and
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